Elegance and sophistication
Styled by Dipti Patel of Charisma Interior Design
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photographs of furniture, light fittings and a
variety of accessories in accordance with the
styles and themes discussed in the previous
consultation.
Mrs Hazel Frazer of Chester was the lucky
winner and met with Dipti at her home for
the initial consultation. Having identified
Hazel’s tastes and style Dipti got to work on
developing the Concept board.
Let there be light!...by first illuminating
our canvas with a modest but charming
antique-silver pendant light suspended from
an ornate ceiling rose and complimented by
relief moulded coving. This subtle suggestion
of “Victoriana” reflects Hazel’s very personal
passion for the antique furniture adorning the
room, collected over many years and each
with a story to tell.
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harisma Interior Design offer a
selection of creative interior design
packages, from a cosy lounge to a
contemporary kitchen, a tranquil bathroom
to a funky teenagers den, providing a full
interior design service from concept to
completion of a single room to an entire
home makeover.
In issue three of the Network She
magazine, Dipti Patel of Charisma Interior
Design generously offered one lucky reader
the opportunity to win a Project Design
Consultation which outlines the details of the
overall style, colour scheme, materials and
new layout of your chosen room. After the
initial consultation, Dipti would then create
a concept board which would show fabric
swatches, wall and floor coverings along with

An infusion of colour to walls and fabrics
provides a sense of warmth. Glamorous
feature wall-covering from Harlequin with
metallic tulip and leaf detailing that changes
colour with the light, along with contrasting
soft yellow emulsion in period matt finish to
the remaining walls, serves to
brighten the room, reflecting
light into dark areas.
Luxurious, fully lined silk
curtains with Tulip heading
and Roman Blinds in golden
spice and contrasting turquoise
fabrics provide elegance and
a touch of sophistication,
matching the character of the
room and the person.
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